NORTH SLUFTERS - PART 4
Location:

(One of a series of Papers on the Progress of the Works - August to October 2014)

Section below the new Vented Causeway Track Crossing

What was planned ?
site ?

What was delivered ?

Was this necessary for the management of the

Illustrated by Comparative photos - Before and after the Works
1. The section, the subject of this Paper, is situated below the Forest Track where a Vented Causeway has
been constructed (top half of lowest section). (See photomap compiled from Google maps at the end of this
paper at Annex A.)











The first 100 + metres of the stream are straight, but very narrow (50 cms only) , and only 50 cms
deep. It is a flourishing habitat, and noticeably includes Bog Myrtle with dragonflies and
damselflies observed. North Slufters is recognised as an important habitat for sea trout and other
fish indicative of its high quality aquatic habitat before the Works.
Despite being of an exactly similar nature, size, and habitat, the next 200 metres of stream have
been infilled and unnatural meanders created. These meanders are massively different in scale width and depth - to the infilled stream and the 100 metres upstream.
Below this, before the Works, the stream continued as a very small stream until the very bottom
section where it broadened into a flat, pebbled reach - the subject of another Paper.
There is no specific data (maps, photos, or LIDAR ) provided in the FC / LUC /Cascade Planning
Documents that show that actual "remnant meanders" have been used.
In practice the works have followed the recent description stated by the LUC / FC in their letter to
the NPA on 8 October 2014 (see below) - namely an ad hoc process.
The narrow valley bottom strip, either side of the "stream" (now gone) has been radically changed
in form and the well established layers of soils and underlying clay (?) mixed together and
overlaid on the new banks to enable the meanders to "flow" - destroying the existing habitat. The
new stream now lies directly on clay, with imported material on the surface.
The contents of
the stream appear to have been destroyed - for example, broken Bog Myrtle appears sticking out
of the clay infill.
There is no specific reference in the Planning Documents as to why the first 100 m section has been
treated differently, when the stream was exactly the same.

The first 100 metres below the Forest Track
(looking upstream) - subsequently untouched.

Within the next 200 metres (looking upstream)
where subsequently major Works were
undertaken (see photos below)

2. The Statements in the Flood Risk Assessment Document for the Planning Application are illustrative of
what was planned. But was it delivered ?
The following entry covers the stream section in this paper:
3.1.8 Item 8: Meander Restoration, Bed Raising of Drains, Narrowing of Existing Channel
Objective: Along the remainder of the length of the watercourse to the downstream end of the Inclosure there are a further eight
stretches of bed level raising, interspersed with eight stretches of meander restoration. (The section which is the focus of this Paper is
included.) The meander restoration will enable the subsequent infilling of the deep drain (not deep or wide in this section ) with
compacted hoggin, topped with the organic material from the cleared out meanders and topsoil and vegetation from the bankside spoil
heaps. The restored meanders will have a gravel bed taken from the old drain before infill (little evidence of this) , supplemented with
washed rejects (larger gravels) as required.
Meander routes will follow the line of the visible meander remnants (little evidence in these works), marked out in advance, and
excavated to restore the original channel dimensions and ensure the water stays in channel under normal flow conditions. (in fact
uniformly one bucket width)
The excavated material, bankside spoil and any vegetation removed along the line of the meander route will be stored for use as drain
infill and surface dressing. (See photos 8 and 37 below) At the downstream end of each meander section the restored meander will
rejoin the existing drain line.
Bed material will be recovered from the existing straightened channel bottom, and dispersed along the restored meander prior to drain
infill. If required, this will be supplemented with rejects to provide a gravel bed. (No evidence this happened in this section.)
Any significant amounts of water remaining in the straightened channel will be pumped out to provide a dry working environment for
either bed level raising or drain infill. (What happened to the aquatic life ?) The drain channel should then be infilled. The existing
vegetation on the line of the channel will be temporarily store adjacent to the watercourse, maintaining the surface layer for final habitat
reinstatement. Excavate any loose material and square off the section of drain channel to be infilled. Infill will be achieved using
compacted hoggin, with clay plugs at periodic intervals. Finally the infilled channel will be surface dressed with any stored excavated
material, adjacent bankside spoil and the retained turves/vegetation, up to the level of the surrounding ground.
Where meanders are not evident, the restored channel dimensions and depth will be maintained by bed level raising of the existing
channel which will grade into the meanders upstream and downstream.
(This clearly does not happen - in most parts of the North Slufters Work. Most of the new meanders are created an ad hoc way,
with no "remnants" on the ground, and no advance detailed plan, creating unnatural stream forms which are not in sympathy with
the valley profile.
This is confirmed in writing as recently as 8 October 2014 in a letter from Helen Kent, Associate Environmental Planner LUC to Emma
MacWilliam, New Forest National Park Authority , in response to issues raised at the meeting of Burley Parish Council on 24th
September 2014. "You also asked whether flood modelling would be helpful in certain locations downstream. However, due to the
nature of the wetland restoration works, we do not have a fully worked up channel design which could be modelled – these schemes are
constructed by simply digging out the meanders based on the dimensions found onsite. The restoration schemes are not drawn up in
detail in advance, but respond to what is found on site, drawing on the FC’s and contractor’s experience of previous wetland restoration
projects (the estimated range of channel widths and depths following restoration was provided with the application). .......")

An additional five side drains flowing into the main watercourse (four from the west and one from the east) will require infilling back up to
the gravel track (western side) or the green ride (eastern side). The depth varies from 15cm to 150cm depending on the amount of
erosion, and in some locations the existing channel may also require narrowing, so the restored watercourse will occupy a much smaller
channel under normal flow conditions, and come over bank during high rainfall events. The bed level raising on the main channel will be
achieved using compacted hoggin, covered with a layer of rejects, and the channel narrowed using hoggin covered with any retained
bankside vegetation. The side drains bed level will be raised/infilled using either staked heather bales or compacted hoggin and rejects,
covered with any retained bankside spoil and vegetation.
Flood Risk on site : The new meander channel will have a similar capacity as the existing channel so flood risk will not be changed. The
storage capacity will be larger than existing as the channel length will be increased hence there will be a reduction in flood risk.
Mitigation Measures: If localised flooding is considered to be a problem, the channel should be designed to ensure the bank full flow can
transmit QMED which FEH calcs suggests is 1750 l/s (Table 2.7).
However, the overall purpose of the restoration work is to reinstate mires which requires increased flooding and connection with the
floodplain. Therefore, given that no properties or other land uses will be affected, the residual flooding risk to the immediate channel and
flood plain is considered acceptable. "

3. What actually happened ?
1. Before Works - looking downstream - stream on left

2. During Works - same location where "new"
meander starts sweeping to right of infilled stream

The following photos in para 4, where the excavator is positioned, is indicative of the ad hoc nature of the
siting and construction of the meanders along the whole site. This meander does not follow the route of
well defined historic meanders - as such features are not clearly defined on the ground - or evidence
provided in the Planning Documents. There is no detailed design produced which would need to be based
on existing maps or data. As a result, it can only be concluded that these new meanders are unnatural,
man-made features. Their creation has caused unmonitored destruction which NE, the FC, and NPA are
unaware of - because of their absence from the scene.
3. Before Works - Looking downstream - the stream centre left to far middle of photo

4. During Works - Stream already infilled on left-hand
side and ground re-formed to accommodate unnatural
meander on right.

5. Before Works - slightly further downstream

6. New meander sweeping to left of stream (which is
under the excavator)

7. Looking downstream in area where excavator
"parked" in photo over page

8. The "spoil" from scraping out the meander. No
careful storage here......?

The "low impact" machinery ?

4. The meander route - natural or unnatural?
9. Straight, but very small stream

12. Excavator coming into view

- the process that you do not see......

10. Continues downstream

11. Straight, with well established
side drain in fore-ground

13. The existing stream had continued
as a very small, flourishing water
course - but major changes begin.
Why?

14. New channel moves towards
right side, on ground which was
higher than existing stream to left hence required reforming ground.

15. The stream (straight on left side
of photo ) infilled.

18.

21. Meander now swings right to left
in front of excavator on upstream
side.

24. New course swings round to
south again - "old" stream infilled
between bucket and machine.

16. Ground between old and new
mixed with imported material for clay
plug.

17. New channel "one bucket wide"
with clay plugs to ensure diversion of
flow.

19. New channel to far right. Is
previous route (to left) still lower ?

20. Old channel straight past bracken
on left.

22. The location of clay plug, with
infilled stream passing between
bucket and machine. Not yet infilled
below bucket.

23. The crossing point with "old"
stream in previous photo

25. New course continues "one
bucket wide". Scraping heap in view.

26. Significant lowering of ground to
make it lower than "old" , straight
channel

27. Swings round to cross "old"
stream again. Removed surface soil
and vegetation heaped as one.

28. Crosses "old" course at right
angles.

29.

30. The crossing point showing "old"
stream (yet to be infilled)

31. "Old" channel very small. Was
all this necessary ? It was not a "deep
drain" as specified in 3.1.8 above.

32. Looking upstream between
crossing and excavator - still
untouched - before infill.

33. The "old" stream above and
below the "new"

34. Initial scraping of new course as it
heads west then south.

35. Heading south again. Existing
stream still to left before infill.

36. The infilled stream - where is the
aquatic life now ? Was it worth it ?
37. Photo on right
The spoil.
Existing stream right.
New Channel left.
Is it justified by para 3.1.8 above ?
Is this a "deep drain" ? No.
" Where meanders are not evident,
the restored channel dimensions and
depth will be maintained by bed level
raising of the existing channel which
will grade into the meanders upstream
and downstream."
Did this happen ? No.

37.

38. Approximately photo 29.
The finished Works ?

39. But when look closely - gravel
topping + lots of surface clay.

40. Is this better for the aquatic life
than before ?

43. While the infill is clearly visible.
Will it sink or survive ?
41. And lots lurking under the surface

42. Even where gravel has been
added - the clay appears everywhere

44.Looking upstream - During Works

45.Same as photo 36 - after Works

46. And then there is the unstable
stream bed underneath the gravel

5. Can the Works in this section really be justified ?





The photo sequence above provides a factual view of the development of the Works on this
section of the North Slufters stream.
The photomap below at Annex A covers the Works below the Forest track down to the bottom
end of the Works (the lower third). The original stream is highlighted in red , and the "new"
Works in black.
The first 100 metres below the Forest Track, which is untouched (red only) , is straight, narrow,
and shallow, with well established habitat of wet grassland and mire habitat with seasonal
innundation. It is entirely similar to the stream was below it before the Works were carried
out.

Para 2.1 of the Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP ) states :"........The main channel flowing
through the Inclosure ...... is deeply incised for the majority of its length, resulting in limited seasonal inundation of the
surrounding woodland, grassland, wet heath and mire habitats and inconsistent interaction with the floodplain."

The SSSI Restoration Plan 2014, also in the CEMP erroneously states:
"BACKGROUND & RATIONALE FOR WORK
Why it’s a problem
This SSSI unit is in unfavourable declining condition due to the effects of artificial drainage in the form of deepened,
straightened channels, which in the past has resulted in the loss of significant areas of mire habitat......"

In fact, the SSSI is classified by Natural England as "Unfavourable Recovering" dated 26 June 2012.
Also, the evidence is that the 200 metre section, the main focus of the comparative photos in this Paper,
was very similar to the 100 metre section upstream of it.









6.

It was not a deep drain involving over-deepening or over-widening ( see photos 30, 31, 32, 33 ).
Before the Works, it had well established wet grassland and mire habitat with seasonal
innundation, as shown in Photos 1,3,5,7 .
There had been no discernible remnant meanders to justify these major works. The new
meanders are an ad hoc creation, out of sympathy with the hydrology and the surroundings.
Throughout the length of the Works, the meanders are of uniform width, one excavator bucket
wide, with symmetrical curves creating an unnatural stream - contrary to the expectation from the
Method Statements which provide a range of channel widths and depths as if they were to be designed.
The letter of 8 October 2014 from Helen Kent ( LUC), already quoted earlier in the Paper, confirms
this undocumented approach, contrary to the approved Planning Permission.
The high incidence of surface clay, both in the new stream bed and disturbed ground, and the
insecure sediment structure of the "meanders", is a potential source of erosion in prolonged wet
periods, as has occured in other New Forest Works.
The condition of this section of stream did not justify this wholesale movement and destruction
of the well naturalised stream and soils, and its established habitat. In fact, this section of the
valley is clearly an area which already had extensive wet grassland and seasonal innundation, as
continued downstream - the subject of another Paper.

Questions

These include:











Why were the approved Restoration Plans, Programme of Works, and Method Statements not
followed or permission requested to alter them ?
How are the methods used justified, when the facts show that the Works mixed The existing
stream did not justify this wholesale movement and destruction of the natural stream and soils,
and its established habitat. In fact, this section of the valley is clearly an area which already had
extensive wet grassland and seasonal innundation, as continued downstream - the subject of
another Paper.
the local soils and habitat covering the whole valley floor with imported clay, hoggin and clay
plugs to enable the introduction of the new meanders ?
What has been gained that justify this destruction ?
Why have these Works been allowed without quantified criteria for success?
Why have the significant effects of these methods not been properly assessed and quantified ?
How can these actions be justified as necessary for the management of the site?
How can this be allowed to continue at Harvestslade, or other proposed Works ?

???

Other Papers have been produced, or being produced for the lower section, the middle section, the upper
section, and the machinery and imported materials - which describe in photos - the "before and after"
progress of the Works, and reinforce the concerns highlighted in this Paper.

Friends of Latchmore

31 October 2014

Annex A
Compilation image of Lower section of Works - "Original Stream " (red), "New" meanders (black)

